
How to measure your ring size - Important

1. Print this document on A4 paper. Make sure when you are
printing do not select the option to “fit to page” or
“shrink to page”. Print at Full Size (or 100%) and check panel 
width.
2. Measure the box immediately outside the rings and ensure 
that it is 140mm square.
3. Starting with G, align a ring that you already own that fits 
the finger you intend to wear the ring on. Move you ring over 
the purple circles until you can no longer see any white inside 
the ring - you have found the correct ring size.

Notes

1. Rings with a wider band need to be a larger size, even to fit
the same finger, so try to use a ring of similar width to the
one that you are going to order.
2. Check that both sides of your ring are the same size.

How to order

1. Visit http://www.cavendishfrench.com/
2. Find a ring you like and click on the ring for more details.
3. Simply select a size from the list and click “Add to basket”.
4. Once you are happy with your shopping click the “Checkout”
button to fulfill your order.
5. Rings can always be returned to us within 30 days if incorrect 
or if you are not satisfied with the ring once you see it in person.
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Inside Diameter (mm) Inside Circumference (mm) Ring Size 

14.48 45.5 G 
14.88 46.8 H 

15.29 48 I 

15.49 48.7 J 
15.9 50 K 
16.31 51.2 L 

16.71 52.5 M 

17.12 53.8 N 
17.53 55.1 O 
17.93 56.3 P 

18.34 57.6 Q 

18.75 58.9 R 
19.15 60.2 S 
19.56 61.4 T 

19.96 62.7 U 

20.37 64 V 

20.78 65.3 W 
21.18 66.6 X 
21.59 67.8 Y 

21.79 68.5 Z 


